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Colorists, puzzle fans, and challenge seekers, take note: you will love this color-by-number book

that is unlike anything you've ever seen before. Grab your colored pens or pencils and start coloring

the numbered shapesÃ¢&#x80;Â¦and in no time at all, you'll free the images concealed on the page.

Your odyssey will take you on a magical journey to find artistic gems that are hiding in plain sight,

including a mighty lion camouflaged beneath dots, a peacock prancing amidst hexagons, or a turtle

masked by squares. Once you've completed them, perforated pages allow you to pull them

out--making them perfect for decorating, framing, or giving as gifts. It's all just waiting to be liberated

by you as you color each one, breathe new life into these pages, and uncover stunning and intricate

works of art in your Color Quest.
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I really, really love this book. I love the different shapes for coloring and I like how many colors there

are. My favorite thing is never really knowing what I'll uncover until halfway through. It has a variety

of images from geometric shapes to animals to architecture. Hopefully they come out with more of

these books because if they're as good as the first, I'll be buying them all.

This was a beautiful book that walks you through how you could create amazing pictures by coloring

by number. The pages are very large and you get to see and experience the picture coming

together in a fun way. My daughters and I loved working on these and loved the overall images that



you receive with this too and you will also.*I received this for review - all opinions are my own*

Love this book! Has nice big pages, the numbers cover and don't show when colored over, the

pages easily remove from the book. Nice thick paper, I used gel pens and the ink did not go through

the paper!! I hope to find more like this book! Highly recommend!! I just started the dragonfly and will

post pictures of what I have so far. Will post a close up so you can see how well the numbers cover.

I love that this is like old color-by-number, where you don't really have any idea what you're coloring

until you start filling it in. If you want to know what the finished pictures are, you can look in the back.

I will try to upload a picture, too. I like most of the designs, but I will color even the ones that I don't

care for because it's fun. The pictures are printed one-sided on heavy paper. I've used Stablio 88's,

Sharpie fine points, and colored pencils. Neither marker bled all the way through the paper, but I

keep an extra sheet underneath anyway, just incase. The book itself is pretty big - about 14.5"x

10.5". Some may have trouble seeing the greyed numbers, but I haven't had too much trouble with

it and I like that I can't see the numbers in the finished designs. I hope there will be more versions of

Color Quest released in the near future.

I can't find any others like it!!!! I am in love with this book! Great pictures, great colors that aren't

hard to match like in some other books I've gotten Great paper quality, etc. I'm not even halfway

through this book but would buy every other one like it if there were more!!

This really is a challenging, fun book. I wasn't sure what to expect even after reading the other

reviews but I have really enjoyed this book. It takes a while to complete a picture but it is a fun,

relaxing way to have something to do while watching TV or just sitting outside and enjoying the

sunshine. This is a somewhat over-sized book, and the little squares, etc. are somewhat small, but

you can still see the numbers so you will know what color to fill in each square. There are a variety

of pictures to complete, from animals to geometrical designs, and you won't know what picture you

are completing until you are about half done. If you want to cheat, you can look in the back of the

book, as there is a picture of each completed design there. The paper is heavier and the designs

are, thankfully, just printed on one side of each page, so you don't have to worry about your markers

or pens bleeding through the paper onto a design on the other side of the page.Not only is this a

great book for someone who likes coloring by numbers and puzzles, but this would be also be a

great item for someone who likes to have something to do while watching TV or someone who is in



the hospital. I plan to bring this book to work along with my colored pencils so I can work on this

during my lunch hour. It's a great quality book with a nice, heavier feel and is definitely gift quality. I

highly recommend it!

The pages in this book take a long time to complete (about a week each for me), and you have to

have really good light to read the pale grey numbers... but it's worth the effort. The paper is thick

enough that you can use any kind of medium to colour on it, just watch out for smudges if you use

markers like I did on my first page (I had trouble reading some of the numbers because they'd

gotten too many smudges over the top of them...) I've attached two pictures, one coloured in

Tombow brush markers, and the second in Crayola twistable pencils. There's a cheat sheet in the

back of the book if you really want to know what you're colouring, but I prefer to puzzle it out as I go

along...

I love how challenging and intricate the designs are. If you love to color (especially with hidden

pictures) and like to spend a long time on a page (like me) then you'll love this book. I don't like easy

coloring pages so this is great. The numbers are small and you need to color under a light for best

results. You get a lot of pages to color and while there is a key, I enjoy not knowing what I'm

coloring until the picture reveals itself. I mostly use gel pens because each section is pretty small.

But colored pencils also work on the pages with larger shapes. Enjoy!
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